Global transaction management requires cooperation from local sites to ensure the consistent and reliable execution of global transactions in a distributed database system. In a heterogeneous distributed database (or multidatabase) environment, various local sites make conflicting assertions of autonomy over the execution of global transactions. A flexible transaction model for the specification of global transactions makes it possible to deal robustly with these conflicting requirements. This paper presents an approach that preserves the serni-atomicity (a weaker form of atomicity) of flexible transactions, allowing local sites to autonomously maintain serializability and recoverability. We offer a fundamental characterization of the flexible transaction model and precisely define the semi-atomicity.
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Most of this work has assumed the availability of visible prepare-to-commit states in local database systems. In such a scenario, the preservation of the semi-atomicit y of flexible transactions is relatively straightforward.
Proposed Research
In this paper, we formalize the model of flexible transactions and precisely define the semi-atomicity property.
We present an approach which preserves semi-atomicity in an MDBS environment in which the local database systems are required only to ensure serializability and recoverability [2] . A flexible transaction is defined as a set of subtransactions upon which a set of partial orders is specified. Each partial order provides one alternative for the successful execution of the flexible transaction. A partial order (T', 4) is the prefix of (T,<) with
is a prefix of (T, <) A switching point is a subtransaction in a switching set which relates one <-rpo to another +-rpo.
Let pl =(T1, <1) and pZ =(T7,, <2) be two +-rpos of flexible transaction T. We say that pl has higher priority than p2 in T, denoted q For any switching set {tl, . .. . tk} in a +-rpo (T, <) of 'T, (Tl U .. . U T~) where (Ti, <i) z (T, +)(ti)) for i = 1, ..., k, has no two alternatives with the same priority. ts: book a limo seat to and from the hotel.
The following +-rpos are defined on the above subtransactions:
where {tl} is the switching set of pl and {t4} is the switching set of both pl and p3. With these switching sets, we have {tl, t3, t4} b {tz, t3, t4} and {t4} b {t5}.
The EDG(T) is shown in Figure  1 . Clearly, the set of <-rpos in this flexible transaction is unambiguous. Note that pl + pg and pl * p3, but pz and p3 cannot be ranked in any preferred order.
•1
In each <-rpo of subtransactions, the value dependencies among operations in different subtransactions define data flow among the subtransactions. '"6 '6
In this situation, t7 becomes a blocking point. We define the concept of commit Since the effects of both will remain, the execution of that flexible transaction cannot be semi-atomic. We define the concept of F-recoverability on global schedules as follows: 
Proofi
The proof can proceed by induction on a number n of +-rpos of T = { (Ti, <i) 
5
The Flexible Transaction Commit
Protocol
We now present a commit protocol for flexible transactions that is based upon Theorem 1 and that maintains semi-atomicity as defined in Definition 3.
System Model
The system model employed for this protocol is shown in Figure 3 . We assume that the GTM submits flexible In the flexible transaction definition, we assume that each flexible transaction contains a finite number of subtransactions and a specification mechanism is provided to allow users to identify to the system the type (compensatable, pivot, or retriable) of each subtransaction. [10]
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